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About This Game

DO YOU LIKE TO PUNCH THINGS?!

Punch Bomb is a virtual reality arcade game where you punch things! Wield the HTC Vive motion controllers as fists, and
punch the bombs away from you before they explode in classic mode! Or don't let the bomb past you as it keeps coming back,

dodge obstacles, and fight bosses in Grav Bomb!

Complete challenges to unlock new fists with unique particle effects! Mix and match fists, and punch things your way!

Utilize powerups and rack up large combos to maximize your score, dominate your friends, and show everyone who's the best at
punching things on the global leaderboards.

And, above all, have fun and PUNCH SOME THINGS!
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Title: Punch Bomb
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Chris Folea
Publisher:
Chris Folea
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or equivalent or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 970 or equivalent or greater

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Play with headphones!

English
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Bought the game on sale, previous reviews suggested that it was around 70% complete.

So far there had been dozens of bugs, quite a few of them are game breaking when you have to simply restart the game.

I do hope that the devs will get on it and fix those bugs as soon as possible.

Bad marketing move to release something in such stage, I've never actually written a review but feeling ripped off, hence i'm
posting this feedback.. very fun and addicting. A quick pick up and play game.. Naive twins (not really) run a farm (barely) and
are so far in debt that they exchange sexual favors for firewood and store coupons. Amazing English translation. XD

Better played with the R18 patch.. Movement speed is really slow, some of the puzzle solutions I kinda fall into accidentally
after clicking on everything, and maybe if I was in the mind of the Developer I could go at the pace he'd want to, which would
make the game go faster. But there's alot of walking in between puzzles and cutscenes and the further in you get, the more items
you get, and the less you know what's going on. Just slightly below an average puzzle-adventure game. 4\/10.. Fun little sim
game. Sort of Like Reigns but more complex. I look forward to seeing what the dev does next as far as updates and even their
next project. :-). It's super simple and broken, has all kinds of flaws, but it sure does look pretty, it has Jim Sterling as the
narrator, and it's enjoyable enough if what I just mentioned doesn't bother you. Also, the thing basically has no story other than
a bit of Jimmy's narration whenever you reach a new area.

tl;dr: it's a very basic, kind of sh*tty srpg. Go play Eiyuu Senki instead, or any of the other much better srpgs on steam and
elsewhere.. Everyone involved with this game deserved their beer money.. Death Skid Marks is a fun game but it is way to RNG
based.

you pick a car and as you play you can add up to 3 other passengers. you can arm them with melee or ranged weapons or even
give them the ability to repair, heal, or arm them with 1 use weapons (mines, bricks, missiles, ect). they each have different
states that you can boost as you play. the point is to find a concert ticket for all your people as you try to take out most anything
else on the road.
6.5\/10 fun game but needing the stars to align just right to win is a bad flaw.. it is like a miny GTA... and its awesome
. This game has cool visuals, great sound and nice gameplay - great game for multiplayer. But it has one big fat con - NO
ONLINE MULTIPLAYER. I think if developers ever add it, this game ups in tops ;-)
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Good♥♥♥♥♥. Very Nice Paint Job!!!. For some reason, the incompetent employees over at Paradox decided to disable
achievements if you so much as want to change a ruler's name, before starting a game. I don't see how customizing a name or
changing a flag can affect your gameplay, but apparently Paradox is too much out of the loop with its own players, to care.

TLDR: Using the Ruler Designer disables achievements.. This definitely should have more reviews. I loved every song! Pretty
neat stuff here <3. I agreed with everything in the review by Zsozark. The lack of a map is awful, way too much back tracking.
There are plenty of better HOG games on Steam.. This could quite possibly be the worst game I've ever played in my life. I
bought it because my favorite youtuber created the music for the game. Too bad great music can't make a crap game good.
Avoid at ALL costs even if its cheap. Fun game, love the concept, but be aware that it is very short.
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